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The Misconceptions of NoFap
It’s 1812 and Napoleon has one thing on his mind—Revenge. The Russians have broken a
treaty with France and Napoleon is looking to retaliate with 600,000 soldiers. Considering his
past military success against stronger foes such as the Prussians and Austrians, Napoleon was
not worried about his new enemy.

As long as he was able to easily travel and feed his soldiers in enemy territory, Napolean would
once again find military success. However, it was discovered that the Russian road network was
poor and their agriculture base almost nonexistent. Causing his soldiers to move slowly and
suffer from starvation. And on top of all of this, the weather was brutal. The winters were too
cold and the warm spells produced too much mud, making a difficult trek even more so.

In the end, this promising campaign turned into a disaster and Napoleon had to retreat from
Russia a defeated man. His large glorious army was now only 100,000, where the rest perished
from starvation, exhaustion, and/or disease. Had Napoleon not treated the Russians like his
past enemies, he would have had a better chance. But instead, he had fallen prey to his
misconceptions.

And when people first embark on their NoFap journey, they too also fall prey to misconceptions.
Giving them a hard time to build any meaningful NoFap streak. Now, what are these
misconceptions that cause many to fail in NoFap? Well, they are:

● Sexuality
● Philosophy
● Timeline

In this article, we’re going to cover all three so that you can ensure that you will not only commit
to NoFap for more than 30 days but for life.

So first on the dock is Sexuality.
One of the things that young men don’t get to learn about is their sexuality. And I don’t mean
sexual intercourse, but sexuality. You see, sexuality is how you express your sexual energy in
your day-to-day life. Instead of sexuality being caged in by sexual intercourse (or masturbation),
it is instead supposed to give your life energy for whatever you are pursuing.

For example, art is an expression of sexual energy.
As well as personal projects. Heck, even a great
conversation is an expression of sexual energy.

However, when someone jerks off too much, they are
draining that sexual energy from their lives. So instead
of being vibrant and putting energy into Life, they come
off as dull, meek, and one-dimensional.
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You have to realize this, you will rarely reach your full potential if you divorce your sexuality from
your being. You have to let your sexual energy build up and come out through your personality,
goals, social life, etc.

Everything you do should have your sexual energy behind it.
A lot of NoFap zealots just think NoFap is all about not masturbating, but this is wrong. NoFap is
all about redirecting your sexual energy from fapping to living an engaging life. So when you
start your NoFap journey, remember to keep that idea in mind.

But enough about sexuality, let’s get into the philosophy of NoFap.

The Philosophy of NoFap
I’m no Aristotle, but there is some philosophy when it comes to NoFap. It’s nothing metaphysical
or abstract. In fact, it’s quite simple.

You see, the philosophy that underlies NoFap is tension.
In life, you are usually going to engage with some form of tension, whether it be in dating,
career, conflicts, etc. Yet, the reason people struggle with tension in general is because they
have a hard time dealing with any sexual tension in their bodies.

And when it comes to NoFap, it’s a crash course on dealing with sexual tension.
But funny enough, the way you deal with tension with NoFap will naturally translate to how you
deal with tension in general. It’s as if the sexual tension you’ve learned to deal with is similar to
the tension you feel when interacting with the world. And instead of caving into the tension, you
are able to navigate it and come out successful.

Yet, when people start NoFap, they don’t realize that this is an opportunity to change their
relationship with tension. As a result, they think it’s OK to fap and quit NoFap. Not fully
understanding that they are failing at the key skill of dealing with tension.

And this skill will come to be useful in your dating life, career, and any area that involves conflict.
So the next time you feel like quitting NoFap, remember that it comes at a high cost.
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Timeline of NoFap
Before someone starts NoFap, they get all excited about getting the “superpowers” and dive
right into it. However, they seriously underestimate the NoFap journey, which causes them to
cave into the sudden urges early on.

So to clear up any misconceptions about the timeline of the recovery from the addiction to
ejaculations. Take a look at this post from Reddit, where it does a good job of explaining the
rough timeline of your NoFap journey. Now keep in mind, everyone is different, but this is a good
approximation. It’s good to have an idea of what you are in for with NoFap.

Phase 0 (0-10):
● Nothing big happens here, easy to do, you are only noticing some of the changes, brain

is confused, gives you a few minor urges. You might get harder urges depending on your
level of addiction to masturbation.

Phase transition (8th or 9th day):
● This one day deserves special mention, since it is the only day in the entire NoFap

streak where you can actually feel a difference. I'd like to call this day the "phase
transition". You become so energetic that day, that it's almost like you're under the
effects of some drug. I remember in one of my past streaks, I was waiting for a bus and I
literally couldn't stand in place as this energy was making me move around and make
movements as if I'm about to jump. It was day 9 of the streak. I'm guessing that this is
when all that testosterone that builds up in the first week and spikes on day 7 starts
getting rapidly absorbed. This is when you finally start feeling the power of NoFap and
the superpowers start to take effect on you.

Phase 1 (10-30):
● Brain starts panicking and you go through a very hard urge wave (happens anywhere

between 10 and 30 days, usually at around the 2 week mark). It's basically a period
where the superpowers hit and you feel very energized but at the same time very
unstable due to the urges. The urge wave here is the strongest and most people fail
there, that's why most streaks end after around 2 weeks. Going through it is the key to a
successful streak, as no other upcoming urge wave will be this hard. By overcoming it,
you've shown that you are capable of going on a very long streak.

● "Urge wave" - A series of days with constant heavy urges, usually 4 to 6 days in a row,
basically the opposite of the flatline.

Phase 2 (30-60):
● You've survived the initial urge wave. Still feeling the superpowers, but no longer

unstable. Brain lost the first battle and needs time to plan the next attack. Although it will
try to pull of a few more tricks, this is mostly a peaceful period. The tricks include smaller
urge waves or flatlines.

Phase 3 (60-95):
● This is where the superpowers get upgraded a bit. Previously it was mostly increased

confidence and more energy. Now in addition, you start becoming more disciplined and
easily motivated. You start getting things done, working on yourself, thinking about the
future etc. The brain has also upgraded it's arsenal and is ready for another strike.
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Instead of regular periods of urges and easy days, this period is much more
"randomized". The brain is focused on shorter "surprise strikes" instead of longer urge
waves, since they've proven ineffective against you. One day of no urges, the next
complete chaos, then again no urges.

Phase 4 (95-150):
● The healing phase. Brain has tried so much to stop you but nothing worked. It is weak at

this point and forced to accept your new ways. Porn induced problems start to disappear,
weird fetishes slowly fade, vanilla sex starts to seem amazing. Although brain has
accepted you new ways, it still won't miss a chance to go back if you give it. Urges are
still there, but the nature of the urges change. This is how you will know that you are
healing. Superpowers are still up and running, you are getting used to this wonderful
new lifestyle, focused on your goals, slowly becoming the person you've always wanted
to be.

Phase 5 (?, possibly at around day 150):
● It is still unknown if there are more phases. It's difficult to say how much the healing

process takes, as the amount of damage porn and/or excessive masturbation had done
to each person can differ greatly. Based on what people who have gone 300-1000+ days
claim, there's mostly a further upgrade to the superpowers after the healing process
completes. Let's find out!

● Source: https://www.reddit.com/r/NoFap/comments/523kno/phases_of_nofap_urge_chart_template/

So that’s the rough timeline for a NoFap journey. And being aware of it will help you mentally
prepare for the difficult parts of the journey. That being said, some of you are probably thinking
this right now:

Isn’t this all overkill for NoFap, why would we need to know all of this?
I get it, why learn about sexuality, philosophy, and timeline, right. Well, just hear me out. After so
many years of divorcing our sexuality from our lives, it is easy to misunderstand NoFap.

People think it’s just about not masturbating.
So they focus on repressing their sexual urges, look down on women or anyone that will elicit
urges. And in the end, it becomes too much to handle, so they quit.

Yet, if you looked at our ancestors who had to explore, fight, farm, or whatever they did ages
ago to survive. They rarely masturbated and one of the reasons for that was that they used their
sexual energy to sustain their lives and pursuits.

Our ancestors were not as conflict-averse
as the modern man because they easily
could deal with the sexual tension in their
bodies. Which naturally showed them how
to deal with tension with rivals, threats, and
difficulties.
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For most of mankind, sexuality was naturally a part of the person.
But when a lot of dudes in the modern age take part in NoFap, they fall for the same mistake of
compartmentalizing their sexuality (aka thinking it’s only for sex). And it’s a very easy mistake to
make.

So you have to be aware of NoFap holistically before you embark on it. And with these
misconceptions cleared up, you will be able to get past the 30 days of NoFap.

Example time!
For a significant part of my young adulthood, I was a conflict-averse sexual dud. I fapped once a
day for the most part for almost 10 years. However, I decided to go on NoFap after finding that
subreddit (before it went downhill) and reading about the superpowers.

Anyways, I committed to NoFap and dealt with all the difficulties. But other than that, I was living
my normal lifestyle, where I would go to work, work out, meet up with friends, and ask girls out
on dates.

Although I felt better from NoFap, everyone else around me started to see me differently.
Female coworkers were telling me how good I looked. A buddy from university, that I haven’t
seen in ages, straight up called me sensual (and he is straight). Without even knowing, I
reattached my sexuality with my being. Where people started seeing me as a sexual being.

And on top of all that, I was no longer conflict-averse.
In fact, I relished taking part in any form of conflict. I was just a different person. No, wait. I was
finally scratching the surface of my true potential.

I was lucky that I practiced NoFap properly where I was able to express my sexual energy. But
like I said, it’s easy to miss that when reading up on NoFap. Another thing that people miss
when reading about NoFap, is not giving themselves opportunities to express their sexuality.

Going back to repressing sexuality.
A lot of guys make the mistake of repressing instead of expressing their sexual energy. They try
to fight something that is natural to the body.

So when people engage with NoFap, they follow their poor lifestyle of consuming social media,
only going home or to work, binging Netflix, etc. This is a recipe for NoFap failure because your
sexual energy has no appropriate outlet.

Think of your sexual energy as a river.
If it gets dammed up by you being stagnant and staying at
home all the time, the sexual energy is going to overflow
into uncontrollable urges and cause chaos. However, when
you are active in various ways (physically, socially, etc),
the river of sexual energy will flow smoothly with the vigor
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and vitality of nature. On the other side, when you jerk off too much, you are draining the sexual
energy from the river, leading it to dry out and die.

I can’t stress this enough: Your sexual energy is there to get you through life.
If you drain it, you're hurting yourself. If you let it get dammed up, you are hurting yourself. You
have to allow the sexual energy to flow through by being engaged with life.

So make sure to give yourself ample opportunities to express this sexual energy. This can be
done through sports, social hobbies, working out, personal projects, etc. Anything that will get
you more engaged with life.

Alright, let’s sum this section of the guide up.
● For NoFap you have to be aware of the misconceptions of sexuality, the philosophy of

NoFap, and the timeline of recovery.
● For sexuality, ensure you are expressing your sexual energy through your day-to-day

life.
● For the philosophy of NoFap, understand that you are learning about how to deal with

tension in life.
● For timeline, review it to know what you have ahead of yourself.
● A simple mistake people make with NoFap, is not giving themselves opportunities to

express their sexual energy.

That was quite a bit we covered before we get to the main part of this guide.
But it’s essential to understand the misconceptions before you follow the NoFap plan that you
will see in the next section.

Because by being properly prepared, you are setting yourself up for success. Unlike Napoleon
with his Russian campaign.
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NoFap Plan for 30 Days and Beyond
How do you defeat professional soldiers with zero fighting skills? This was the question the
farmers in the film Seven Samurai, had to ask themselves. Over the past few harvests, they
were getting pillaged by the same gang of 40 bandits. And one more pillage would lead them to
famine. So the farmers had to figure out a way to stop the bandits.

After some discussion, the farmers settled on hiring samurais and found seven to defend their
village. The leader of the samurais informed the farmers that they were needed to fight the
bandits. So the samurais had the farmers build defensive barricades, trained them on how to
fight with long spears, and finally, taught them the tactics needed to defeat the bandits.

When the bandits arrived, they were surprised with the village’s defense preparations.
Nonetheless, this didn’t deter them. They set out to attack the village multiple times. But every
battle resulted in more bandit lives being lost. And after a few days, all of the bandits were
destroyed, putting an end to their thievery. And the only reason the samurais and farmers were
able to get this victory was due to their willingness to prepare.

And when it comes to our NoFap journey, we too have to prepare. However, not many people
understand what is needed in the preparations for NoFap, causing them to fail frequently. Yet, in
this article, we are going to discuss the three things needed for a successful NoFap, which are:

● Vision
● Lifestyle Adjustment
● Defense Mechanisms

Vision
When you look at anybody who has done something successfully, you'll notice that most of them
had a clear vision of what success looked like. Whether it is the MMA athlete envisioning his
way to the belt, or the businessman imagining his start-up's success.

Most people that are successful at something have a vision.
Yet, when many of us start our NoFap journey, we have a vague idea of who we want to
become. We go on the internet and see all the benefits that NoFap brings, but this isn't enough
for people in committing to it. And the reason for this is due to a lack of vision of who they want
to become.
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When I first committed to NoFap, I was 26 and heavily addicted to fapping.
Yet, when I discovered the NoFap subreddit, I was blown away by what NoFap could offer. So I
took some time to think about the person I truly wanted to become which was confident, not
conflict-averse, charming, bold, etc. The person I envisioned was so clear that I decided to
commit to NoFap until it came true.

So on my first NoFap run, I went 100 days.
Mind you it ended when I found a girlfriend (we’ll discuss this later). But 100 days on my very
first run and what helped me was the vision. Trust me, I had some uncontrollable urges and
difficult nights where I was irritable, you name it.

But that vision of the person I wanted to be so badly is what helped me commit.
I knew that becoming the person I envisioned was more important than a quick fap session. And
when you have a clear picture of who you want to be, then you can refer back to it whenever
you have those rough days or uncontrollable urges. What you can do is, write out the type of
person you want to be. Write it out with all of the characteristics you want, and look at it every
day at least once. For those difficult days, look at it multiple times.

You want this vision to be ingrained in your head.
Because when your urges are trying to lie to you, you want to be able to ignore them and realize
that you are trying to achieve something great in your life.

Mind you, the vision is the core of your NoFap journey, but it can't be the only thing to help you.
That's why you need to supplement your vision with a few lifestyle adjustments.

Lifestyle Adjustment
During your NoFap journey, you are going to have A LOT of sexual energy. And if you just stay
at home, you're going to go crazy and want to break your NoFap commitment. So what you
have to do is make a few lifestyle adjustments for NoFap. Now some people will think this is
overkill but let me explain. Like I said in the previous section, your sexual energy is like a river.
And if you just stay at home doing nothing engaging, your sexual energy is going to get
dammed up and turn into uncontrollable urges. Yet, when you are engaged in life in various
ways, the river of sexual energy will flow smoothly giving your life vigor and vitality. Your sexual
energy is what drives your life, so allow it to flow through by engaging with life. And the activities
to help you do this are:

● Working out regularly.
● Attending a weekly social hobby.
● Having one social outing per week.
● Porn Blocker.
● Reducing social media consumption.
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Workout regularly
Working out is a great outlet for sexual energy. So you need to make a plan where you can work
out 3-5 days per week. And keep in mind, this can be any type of workout (bodybuilding, cardio,
sports, etc). You just need to commit to a workout plan to get out any extra aggression you will
be holding. Because the more active you are, the easier it is to commit to NoFap.

Social Hobby
We are social creatures and we need to be using our sexual energy to become more social.
NoFap becomes unbearable when you have no social life because with or without NoFap, being
alone hurts. So find a hobby you enjoy like sports, board games, photography club, etc., and
find an organized group that has weekly meet-ups. You get the benefit of enjoying what you like
and meeting people who also enjoy the same thing. With your extra sexual energy, you will
naturally speak to new people, take risks with attractive strangers, and overall widen your social
circle. And who knows, the people you meet can become your friends outside of your social
hobby.

One Social Outing per week
Again, building off the social hobby, developing a social life will be key to committing to NoFap.
And as much as a social hobby is fun, it's lazy to only rely on that for your social life. So what
you have to do is have one social outing per week (excluding social hobbies). This can mean
hanging out with a friend, going out with friends, working out with a friend, calling a friend, etc.
When it comes to your social life, you need to be taking initiative and build relationships with
people. Again, you can't do that staying at home. And with NoFap, you will have the energy and
motivation to go through with this. Meeting up with friends will help dissipate your urges since
you are using your capacity as a social being.

Porn Blocker
This one is obvious. You should have a porn blocker on your phone and all devices. You do not
want to cause any slip-ups. NoFap will be hard the first time around and you do not want to set
yourself up for failure.
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Reduce Social Media and Internet
Building off the porn blocker, you want to make sure you are not consuming too much social
media and the internet. They will show you a lot of arousing photos, so it is imperative that you
don't slip up through this as well. But on another side note, it's best to reduce internet
consumption in general, as it makes it easier to focus on your real-life and not your virtual one.
You can't have both an amazing real-life and amazing virtual life, you can only choose one to
invest in. And with NoFap, you will have the energy to invest in creating a real-life for yourself.

Tactics for strong urges
Being on Nofap, one of the things you'll quickly notice is when the urges are coming in like the
blitzkrieg. Those days will come. Even though you have your vision and life adjustments, you
will still find these days hard. However, if you have defense mechanisms in place, you will be
able to keep your urges at bay.

A defense mechanism is a simple action you take for incredibly intense urges.
And the simple actions I recommend to people are:

● Look at the traits of your ideal person.
● Deep breathing throughout the day.
● Journaling.
● Go out of your home and do something you enjoy (walk, convo with a friend sport, etc).
● Being social.

Obviously, there are more, but these are the few I use and have found them to be very helpful.
Once your defense mechanisms are chosen, you have to display some discipline. Meaning that
as soon as you feel your urges being too much, you immediately engage in one of the defense
mechanisms until the urges disappear. It might seem like a pain at first, but you have to realize
that NoFap is hard, and you need to take all precautions.

However, these simple activities will break your fapping habit.
And building new habits where you learn to engage with the world. You have to understand one
thing, all the great pieces of art and culture are a by-product of sexual energy. The movers and
the shakers of the world used their sexual energy for a purpose. However, for people who are
addicted to fapping, we have to train ourselves to redirect our sexual energy from fapping to
taking part in some activity.

So the more you commit to your defense
mechanisms, the sooner you will be more
productive with your sexual energy. And
after 60 days (the time approximately
needed to overcome a fapping habit), you
can then use your sexual energy in any
pursuit you want. Instead of being lethargic
or apathetic, you will have the energy to take
action and chase your goals. People will find
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your personality either attractive or repulsive (but I'll cover that in another article), you will
naturally feel confident, and the world will feel like a place to explore rather than scrolled on the
phone.

You’re probably thinking this is too much work for a simple NoFap.
Any serious change in life is going to require work. And when it comes to a fapping habit that
has been cemented for years, there has to be some hard work in eradicating it.

That being said, this isn’t like some school assignment where you have to study and memorize
random things. But instead, you are rediscovering that passion for life. So yes, it is hard work,
but that hard work is in living a much more engaging life.

A life where you create a better social circle.
A life where you can redirect your sexual energy into your goals.
A life where you have the drive to explore your curiosity.

And after a while, you’ll come to realize that all this hard work is enjoyable.
Because you were meant to be fully engaged with life and taking on challenges. We’ve been
disconnected from our passion for life for so long, we forgot how enjoyable it can be.

My random two months of celibacy
Although my first NoFap was successful, I eventually got a girlfriend and that derailed my
NoFap journey. So after a few years with my partner, I decided to do two months of celibacy.

And in the first two weeks, my urges were all over the place and driving me crazy. However, by
implementing the same tactics from my first NoFap run, I became a lot more social, worked out
more, and overall just did a lot more things that piqued my curiosity. Every time my urges came
up, they would disappear as soon as I engaged with some activity in the day. Then after a
couple more weeks, my urges did not bother me as much. In fact, I was able to utilize my sexual
energy a lot more in my everyday life.

I couldn’t believe how much more passion for life I had during those two months of celibacy. And
because of that, I had to become even more responsible with how I utilize my sexual energy in
my relationship. You need to understand that sexual energy is a gift. You can either use it to
create the best life for yourself or waste it to create a mediocre life.

And going back to me getting a girlfriend. Not taking that into consideration for my NoFap
journey was a huge mistake.
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Because whenever a guy gets a new girlfriend, they have a lot of sex.
And since they want to have decent sex, they will want their sex sessions to last longer, so they
go back to jerking off.

However, this comes at a cost.
Because this will make you prone to being re-addicted to ejaculations. If you are having sex and
jacking off, you are erasing all the hard work you did into getting rid of the addiction to fapping.

I made this mistake and lost that passion for life that I previously had. Only after going through
those two months of celibacy was I able to stop my addiction and change my relationship to
ejaculations. You can still have sex but just realize that you are responsible for your sexual
energy. And if you misuse it, you are going to find it hard to live an engaging life. So remember,
NoFap is for life.

That’s enough motivation, let’s hop on to the Summary.
● Before you begin your NoFap journey, create a vision of the type of person you want to

become. And keep this image in mind on a daily basis.
● With NoFap, you need to make some lifestyle adjustments that include: working out

regularly, attending a weekly social hobby, having one social outing per week, porn
blocker, and reducing social media consumption.

● When you have strong urges, make sure you have the following defense mechanism:
Look at the traits of your ideal person; Deep breathing throughout the day; Journaling;
Going out of your home and doing something you enjoy; Being social makes the urges
evaporate.

● NoFap is a lot of hard work, but it’s teaching you to use your sexual energy to build an
engaging life.

● Even if you have a girlfriend, you still need to commit to NoFap. You can have sex but
you don’t want to go back to fapping.

Wow, that was quite the guide.
A lot more than I anticipated. But I wished I had this type of guide before I embarked on my
NoFap journey. Of course, every NoFap journey will be different and have its own unique
challenges. But just a little forward thinking can go a long way for NoFap. Just like it did for the
samurais and farmers in defeating the bandits.
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Conclusion
Well, it's time for the end.
I hope you enjoyed this report. This is something I wished I had when I started NoFap, as it
would have allowed me to use my sexual energy to do more fun and productive things in life.
But you, my fellow nerd, have a chance to not only master NoFap for life but complete one
important part in the building blocks of personal development. You see, a lot of people don't take
into account their sexuality in personal development, but sexuality is key in reaching your full
potential. When guys jerk off once a day for years, they are sucking their vital life force to deal
with life's daily challenges. And when these same guys try to commit to personal development,
they find that they don't have the discipline and energy to commit. And this makes sense since
you need your sexual energy to commit to anything in life. So with this important piece
complete, you can take a serious step forward in your personal development. To know what's
next in your personal development journey after successfully committing to NoFap after 30
days, take a look at the foundational pieces of the Building Blocks of Personal Development on
the next page. Thank you again for reading this report. Now go make the rest of your life the
best times of your life.

P.S.
Two books I highly recommend you read are:

● The Way of the Superior Man by David Deida
● How to Win Friends and Influence People by Dale Carnegie

I'm not going to elaborate on this too much but these are two great books to read when you are
on NoFap. One book is to better understand your sexuality as a masculine individual. And the
other book is to refine your social skills so that people will love to be around you. And with
NoFap, you will have the impulse to apply what you have learned from both books.
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Next Steps
1) Was this guide useful?
If any part of this guide was useful, please forward
the report to three of your friends. I am sure they will
be grateful for it. You can send it to them via email or
download it from this page (click here).

2) Have you joined The Charismatic Nerd yet?
Every week you will receive an article on one
concept of personal development. Making it easier to
digest the content and actionable. So join the evil
gang—The Charismtic Nerd Newsletter

Tracking your Progress in your Personal Development Journey

With this report, you can complete the NoFap block. This is a significant step that will make the
other blocks easier to complete. If you have any questions, feel free to email me at
bulcha@charismaticnerd.com.
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Books and Products by The Charismatic Nerd

Books
● The Foundation of Personal Development (How self-help junkies can stop sabotaging

their personal development)

Membership Site

● The Secret Lair Membership Site
○ We accept members only 3-4 times per year. To get on the wait list for the next

cohort, click here.
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